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Abstract 
 

In our these days life on-line purchase associated e-commerce website   has changing into   an mandatory  things   in  our  daily  life 

vogue  since,  it conjointly  have  some  major  issue  like  purchasing  a product  with  unhappy  mode  and   lack  of data  in product  

usage.  therefore as to  overcome  these  drawback we  have  a tendency to   have new entranceway referred to as   live chat  in on-

line looking. We have a tendency to  will  offer    this  live   chat  in  most   safest  method  exploitation   the   end  to  finish cryptog-

raphy  methodology , most  of  the  looking can  have  a   live  chat however  they Weren’t   provided   a cut price options and most e-

commerce website   don’t   have Chat choices.  We have a tendency to will even enable the client and producer to Share their 

thoughts.  
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1. Introduction 

Presently day after day we are going to   see   big   of   emerge  in   

e-commerce sites, since the e-commerce  sites starts ,along  with  

them  the  drawback has been started at the facet of  them, main 

disadvantage is satisfaction of the customer or user therefore on  

overcome  those   problems many   answer   has   been  taken  and  

put together with  that  solutions   they   had happy many users, as 

by  days  passed, the wants of consumer has been improved, of 

late  the disadvantage  has  been come to the construct  live chat, 

this has  meant for creating  live chat  in on-line wanting and put 

together on with end to finish cryptography, that make the cus-

tomer to relax relating to their queries of safety, through this 

methodology we are going to put together secure the message of 

consumer like associate confidential chat. No various  consumer 

or user can’t access their chats and act with these  ideas we've got 

a bent to put together brought the access for the bargain by the 

tactic of cryptography. 

2.  System Architecture 

This system style has been created absolutely supported the con-

struct of project, this framework will tell you overall work of the 

net website or project , it describes the full income and outcome of 

project and the whole methodology of the projects beside, buying 

product, adding products to cart, payments , delivery of products 

and put together the chat happen between the client and business-

person[1]. Register login, display roduct, uploading product, Pay-

ment gateway payment success error user vendor UN success add 

to cart amount owing to businessperson requesting for chat [2].  

 
Fig. 1: Architecture diagram 

3. Materials and Methods 

3.1 Logging In 

Logging in may be an necessary issue in Achproject that has been 

created in day-to -day life     vogue, no project is while not associ-

ate  in  nursing logging in choice , it act as    associate in     nurs-

ing security purpose in project ,which is accustomed authenticate 

the person.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Logging In Diagram 
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3.2. Product View 

This module that helps for the user to view product and see the list 

of product details and conjointly   they will see   the description of 

the    product through its read, let  the shoppers decides whether or 

not they have   to purchase the Product or not. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Product View Diagram 

3.3 Cart  

The cart is changing into Associate in nursing necessary issue in 

each e-commerce website, as a result of this module can Store  

product detail that the user can’t buy immediately output  of   the   

website and conjointly embody the confidential secrets of the 

client and vendor[3]. If he/she is like to get that product  later on , 

they can merely add the merchandise to cart once ever they wish 

purchase   those  product  they will purchase it from cart ,cart will 

help to avoid missing the likable product. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Cart Diagram 

3.4 Home 

The home module is have the general activities of the websites 

and manage the whole input and answer, it will not going to be 

confidential secrets of the client and vendor. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Home Page Diagram 

4. Existing System 

The most disadvantage of Associate in Nursing existing e-

commerce website is , the client gets associate in nursing unsatis-

fied feeling from their purchase of product through on-line what is 

mean by unsatisfied? It means that the user world health organiza-

tion uses online looking purchase they're obtaining the complete 

data of product with those   reviews and details viewed in postal 

though several e-commerce apps and internet sites have a chat 

however that is not directly to purchase the chat can finish up 

within the admin and conjointly can have solely chat like    ques-

tion and answer. 

4.1 Proposed System 

In this proposed system the technique which has been used that 

can be reaching to be helpful for each purchaser and seller in on-

line looking web site , the useful is nothing however that the user 

and seller is going to chat freely while not any interaction  through  

the  safety  way[4],[5] . this system can overcome  the   barriers 

between the purchaser and vendor so, here we have a tendency to 

had been used away called live chat through encrypted method 

4.2 Algorithm 

During this project we have a tendency to square measure reach-

ing to use  the RSA algorithmic program for the safety pur-

pose ,this algorithmic program can receive a knowledge  from  

sender and write in code and send the information and the receiver 

can receive the information and  decipher the infor-

mation[6],[7].Step1:generate the 2massive prime p and letter of 

the alphabet of about  equal size such  that  their product n= pq is 

of needed bitStep 2: reason n = pq and (phi) φ = (p-1) (q-1). Step 3: 

opt for Associate in Nursing whole number e, one< e <letter of the 

alphabet, such that gcd(e, phi) = 1 Step 4: reason the key exponent 

d, 1 < d < phi, specified by function ≡ one (mod phi).Step 5: the 

general public secret's (n, e) and therefore then on-public key (d, p, 

q). Keep all the values d, p, q and phi secret. 

5. Result 

One person will feel comfort by purchasing in on-line not sole-

lybuying but conjointly doing live chat with retailers, these Tech-

nical improvement create the user to feel comfort and conjointly 

safety too [8], [9]. With these further options the shopping become 

easier and the user can ready to grasping detail concerning the 

product he/she is going to purchase 

6. Future Enhancement  

In this paper we have a tendency to see how ever e-commerce 

website got improved, however this improvement in this technol-

ogy is not going to stop with itself, if we have a tendency towish 

to add further features in future it could conjointly done and the 

facilities is reaching to beads cititious in this project issolely pri-

marily based on the requirement of the customers. In a growing 

technical world the on-line shopping plays associate in   

Nursing very important role, thus in this e-commerce sites the 

{additional} or additional features will beads cititious simply. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper we have a tendency to have that however live  chat 

works in e-commerce website and the way consumers got benefit-

ed by those services [10], but these variety of enhancements can-

not going to stop this could are some drawbacks, even this disad-

vantage can be rectified in future . The further options in this pa-

per will be adscititious according to the demand of client. 
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